Retrospective Etchings Selected Years 1964 1984 Ryohei
jasper johns (b. 1930) - alancristea - lithographs, etchings, screenprints, and embossed paper and lead
reliefs. in 1963 he was appointed the director of the foundation for contemporary performance arts, he is also
the artistic adviser to merce cunningham dance company. he lives in new york. selected exhibitions 2018
jasper johns: something resembling truth, the broad, los angeles, usa 2017 jasper johns: something resembling
truth ... ciy cassatt - homes.ottcommunications - throughout the latter half of the 1880s, cassatt produced
etchings and drypoints of members of her family. her failing eyesight prevented her from working for the last
15 years of her life, but because she david hockney: the complete early etchings 1961-64 - david
hockney: the complete early etchings 1961-64 the first-ever comprehensive exhibition of david hockney’s
pioneering early prints – including some never shown before – to open february 2017 at hazlitt holland-hibbert,
giorgio morandi a family history - maggioregam - selected group of oils, watercolors, drawings and
etchings from the famous still lives to the refined vases of flowers and the solitary landscapes. they reveal all
the quiet but deep pictorial innovation of alan cristea gallery artist biography - for many years, and was
inspired to do a series of swimming pool paintings from los angeles in bright colours. hockney has spent time
living and working in paris, london and la. he now splits his time between bradford and los angeles. selected
exhibitions 2018 david hockney: pictures of daily life, galerie lelong, paris, france david hockney ra: 82
portraits and 1 still life, los angeles ... clare county council art collection - accolades in a career that spans
seventy years of creative practice. acknowledged by museum retrospective exhibitions worldwide, including
france, usa and japan, the artist’s work is represented in numerous public collections, from the guggenheim,
new york to the tate, london. in ireland he is honoured as the first and only living painter to be included in the
permanent irish collection of ... bernard cohen (b.1933) solo exhibitions - selected works by gallery
artists, flowers kingsland road, london 2013 four hundred years of british art: highlights from the vanderbilt
university fine arts gallery collection, vanderbilt university fine arts gallery, brice marden education
selected solo exhibitions - selected solo exhibitions 2011 brice marden ... 2007 brice marden: works on
paper, kunstmuseum basel 2006 brice marden: plane image, a retrospective of paintings and drawings,
museum of modern art, new york. travels to san francisco museum of modern art and the hamburger bahnhof,
berlin 2005 an empty space: brice marden, akira ikeda gallery, new york brice marden: etchings to rexroth,
davis ... selected one-person exhibitions - xavier hufkens - 2 robert man 2000-2001 — robert ryman
retrospective, haus der kunst, munich, germany 2000 — robert ryman, paintings from the sixties, xavier
hufkens, brussels, belgium a comprehensive retrospective of lee friedlander’s ... - a comprehensive
retrospective of lee friedlander’s prolific career charts half a century of work in photography exhibition features
nearly 500 photographs in rigorous groupings exhibition history - cartermuseum - the bitter years,
1935–1941 (april 16–june 7, 1964) organized by photographer edward steichen, the exhibition is dedicated to
roy e. stryker, director of the federal security agency’s historical section, and his team press release and
image sheet* * * julian trevelyan ra ... - julian trevelyan ra: etchings 13 ... selected quotes from the
accompanying exhibition catalogue: ‘it’s the ‘deliberate persistence in his own kind of sophisticated innocence’
… that makes trevelyan’s work such a visual tonic. his last big retrospective was at the royal college in 1998.
time for another.’ laura gascoigne, the spectator ‘trevelyan’s apprenticeship with hayter ... jacob kainen
prints a retrospective - sinhuey - held a retrospective of kainen's prints and three years ... jacob kainen
papers Â· sova ruth cole kainen (february 19, 1922 â€“ september 13, 2009) was a major art collector and
benefactor one gallery one studio 2010 - 2011 - tion selected from the studio’s print archive. since 1960
over 1,000 editions have been produced at the studio and this exhibition features many of those, highlighting
the importance of fine art print in contemporary irish art. september 2010. 7th october - 30th october voussoir
brian lalor retrospective, prints 1980 – 2010 voussoir brings together lalor’s main topographical prints over ...
gallery was born in the north of england. gallery held a ... - set up by juliette loughran, loughran gallery
was born in the north of england. with exhibitions showcasing works from contemporary artists and
photographers
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